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Virtual Event Pain PointsPhysical Event Pain Points

Limited attendance

Physical events can restrict outreach and impact 
potential, hindering the event's overall success.

No good hybrid solution

There is no single platform that provides unified 
hybrid solution. 

Data collection and analysis

Tracking attendee data, feedback, and engagement 
metrics is difficult.

Budget and overspending

Sticking to a budget can be tough with high cost of 
venue, food and travel.

Networking Difficulties

In virtual settings, networking may feel impersonal, 
hindering organic interactions and relationship-
building compared to physical events.

Engagement Challenges

Engaging virtual attendees can be tricky with 
shorter attention spans

Monetization Constraints 

Revenue generation in virtual events can be 
challenging without physical ticket sales or fully 
engaged sponsors.

Current pain points of event organizers
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World is recognizing that the future of events and 
experiences is hybrid & metaverse.

Better Output: Comprehensive data for decision-
making, ROI tracking and post event follow-ups.

Lower Cost: Significantly reduced expenses upto 
80%, including travel and venue costs.

Richer Engagement: Engage & network with attendees 
& speakers across physical & virtual venues.

More Attendance: Hybrid events sees more 
attendance than physical events.

Advantages of hybrid events over physical:
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About Vibo

Vibo is a DIY (Do It Yourself) hybrid experience platform that enables organizations to create, manage, promote, and host 
immersive 2D and 3D experiences across physical, virtual, and metaverse venues. 



Vibo’s user-friendly interface and cutting-edge technology allows creation of unforgettable experiences for conferences, 
meetings,  trade shows, & exhibitions, with better impact and higher ROI. 

750+
Events Hosted

250K+
Attendees Hosted

2500+
Exhibitors & Sponsors
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Benefits of Vibo’s hybrid platform
Transform your physical events into powerful hybrids with Vibo’s 'Hybrid Events Platform,' seamlessly 
merging physical, virtual, and metaverse experiences for unified event management.

Enhanced Accessibility
Attend sessions live in person, virtually, 
or on-demand as per your choice.

Higher ROI
Increase the event ROI by eliminating the 
cost of venues and logistics.

More Leads
Expand your events to global markets and 
generate more potential leads
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Benefits of Vibo’s hybrid platform
Transform your physical events into powerful hybrids with Vico’s 'Hybrid Events Platform,' seamlessly 
merging physical, virtual, and metaverse experiences for unified event management.

Increased Attendance
Attract a larger audience by making it 
flexible for attendees to choose to attend 
from in-person or virtual.

3D Experience
Give your audience an interactive 3D 
exhibition experience.

Enhanced Impact
Get robust analytics & data tracking to make 
informed decisions for your next event.



Bring life to virtual events with Metaverse

Life Like Experience
Get a life like experience where you can 
react and share your emotions and chat 
with spatial audio.

Brand storytelling
Create unique and interactive brand 
experiences that go viral and leave a lasting 
impression.

Long lasting impact
Metaverse experiences give more impact 
than physical events.
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Ticketing and Registration 
Management

Gamification and Incentives

On-Demand Content Library

Networking and Matchmaking

Exhibitor and Sponsor Management

Real-time Attendance and Analytics

Live Streaming & Social Media 
Integration

White-Label Solution

100% Customization

Multiple Auditoriums

Key Features for Organizers
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Key Features for Attendees

.

Multi-Device Accessibility

Global Networking

Virtual Breakout Rooms

Customized Agenda

Speaker Profiles

Selfie Zone

Leaderboard and Challenges

QR-Based Paperless Check-In

Polls and Q&A

Live Chat and Group Discussions
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What our customers are saying about us?

“We are so thankful to Vibo for making our online events a huge success by offering an exclusive and 
seamless experience for our audience with its easy navigation and customization options. Vibo’s 
innovative technology and exceptional customer service exceeded our expectations, and we will continue 
to recommend it within and outside our organization.”
 

- Prateek Chatterjee, Senior VP - Corporate Communications & Marketing, NIIT Limited

“Vibo is extremely easy to use, both for event organizers and attendees. We have been using Vibo at 
PHDCCI to host a variety of events in recent years, and we have been very impressed with the platform. 
Overall, we highly recommend Vibo to anyone looking for a virtual and hybrid events platform"
 

- Mr. Naveen Seth, Deputy Secretary General, PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry

"Vibo made our virtual job fair a huge success! The platform's user-friendly interface, rich features, and 
seamless attendee experience exceeded our expectations. It's a game-changer for event organizers."  

- Rohit Srivastava, Talent Development, NASSCOM
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VIBO Customers

550+ companies have already 
experienced our platform
From early-stage startups to established enterprises.
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How VIBO is Different?

Vico is designed for the way modern events 
team work

Seamless Integration
Vibo effortlessly merges physical, virtual, and metaverse venues for a 
comprehensive event experience.

No-Code Efficiency
Our platform simplifies event management, allowing organizers to 
concentrate on crafting unforgettable guest experiences.

Versatile App
Vibo’s Hybrid Events App empowers both organizers and attendees, 
offering efficiency and engagement in one place.

Immersive Metaverse
The Vibo Metaverse Events Platform delivers immersive 3D 
experiences with customizable avatars, spatial audio, and more.

4.8
Average Rating

4.5
Average Rating

4.2
Average Rating
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Switch to VIBO

Transparent, 
Simple Pricing
Vibo simplifies pricing with our 'Build Your Own 
Plan' concept. 



No surprise bills or hidden costs – pay only for the 
features you choose, ensuring you get exactly what 
you need without overpaying.



We've designed our pricing model around your 
control and flexibility. Annual plans give you the 
freedom to shape your Vibo experience, enabling 
you to pay for the functionalities you utilize and 
value the most.



Our belief in the product means no long-term 
contracts – cancel anytime hassle-free.





— No limit on registrations


— Choose your features according to your needs


— Only pay for the people who are attending events


— Avail features & attendee add-ons anytime


— Never receive a surprise bill


— Cancel anytime, no lock ins

Build Your Own 
Plan



Live Demo
Click here 

https://demoday.exposim.io/x128sa0df
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Team

Leadership Team

Co-Founder & CPO

Pranay Wankhede
 4+ years of experience in produc
 Built his first startup in 3rd year of 

college.

Co-Founder & CTO

Vikas Kapadiya
 10+ Years of experience in technology 

and coding.
 Coding since age 11

CO-Founder

Mohit Ramani
 Serial Entrepreneur with over 12+ years 

of experienc
 Built & sold his first game at age 13

Co-Founder & CEO

Rahul Agarwal
 Ex MD & CEO, Lenevo Indi
 IIM-A alumini with over 27+ years of 

experience



Thank you!

Pranay Wankhede
pranay@exposim.io

pranay@exposim.io

+91 7020657911

vibo.host


